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RELATIVE BOUNDED COHOMOLOGY FOR GROUPOIDS
MATTHIAS BLANK
Abstract. We introduce bounded cohomology for (pairs of) groupoids
and develop homological algebra to deal with it. We generalise results
of Ivanov, Frigerio and Pagliantini to this setting and show that (under
topological conditions) the bounded cohomology of a pair of topological
spaces is isometrically isomorphic to the bounded cohomology of the
pair of fundamental groupoids. Furthermore, we prove that bounded
cohomology relative to an amenable groupoid is isometrically isomorphic
to the bounded cohomology of the ambient groupoid.
1. Introduction
Bounded cohomology is a functional-analytic variant of regular cohomol-
ogy, first developed into an extensive theory with many applications by Gro-
mov [16]. To construct bounded cohomology, instead of looking at general
cochains as for (singular or group) cohomology, one only considers bounded
cochains with respect to the canonical ℓ1-norm regarding the basis of sim-
plices in the chain complex. The cohomology of the bounded cochain com-
plex together with the induced semi-norm is then called bounded cohomol-
ogy and denoted by H∗b . The importance of the semi-norm can for instance
be explained by the fact that, via the Hahn-Banach Theorem, bounded co-
homology of a manifold relative to its boundary encompasses the so called
simplicial volume. Via this relation, bounded cohomology enters Gromov’s
proof of Mostow’s rigidity theorem [16, 26] and more recently, the stream-
lined proof by Bessie`res, Besson, Boileau, Maillot and Porti of Perelman’s
geometrisation theorem [4]. Furthermore, bounded cohomology can be used
to show various super rigidity results [25, 23, 12, 5, 10]. Finally, bounded
cohomology is deeply related to geometric properties of groups and can
for example characterise both amenable [19, 27] and (relatively) hyperbolic
groups [22, 14].
Bounded cohomology behaves very differently from regular cohomology.
Surprisingly for instance, bounded cohomology of a space essentially only
depends on the fundamental group:
Theorem (The Mapping Theorem, [18, Theorem 4.1][16, 11]). Let X be a
connected CW-complex. Then for each x ∈ X, the classifying map induces
an isometric isomorphism H∗b (X;R) −→ H
∗
b (π1(X,x);R).
The mapping theorem and its applications have been one of the hallmarks
in the subject. It implies for instance that the simplicial volume of a space
with an amenable fundamental group vanishes. In order to study manifolds
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with boundary, it would be useful to have also a relative version of the map-
ping theorem. Frigerio and Pagliantini [15] have shown such a theorem for
pairs of connected spaces under additional topological conditions. One goal
of this article is to extend the mapping theorem also to the non-connected
setting, so that we can apply the mapping theorem to manifolds with non-
connected boundaries:
Theorem 1 (Relative Mapping Theorem, Theorem 9.11). Let i : A −֒→ X
be a CW-pair, such that i is π1-injective and induces isomorphisms between
the higher homotopy groups on each connected component of A. Let V be a
Banach π1(X)-module. Then there is a canonical isometric isomorphism
H∗b (X,A;V
′) −→ H∗b (π1(X), π1(A);V
′).
To make sense of the theorems right-hand side for non-connected spaces,
this article will introduce bounded cohomology for pairs of groupoids. This
is a natural way to define bounded cohomology relative to families of sub-
groups and allows us to easily extend many results about groups directly
to groupoids. In particular, we will develop a homological algebra frame-
work in the spirit of Ivanov to study resolutions that can calculate bounded
cohomology for groupoids and show the following:
Theorem 2 (Corollary 4.8). Let G be a groupoid and V a Banach G-module.
Moreover, let ((Dn, δnD)n∈N, ε : V −→ D
0) be a strong relatively injective G-
resolution of V . Then there exists a canonical semi-norm non-increasing
isomorphism of graded R-modules
H∗(D∗G) −→ H∗b (G;V ).
Using this result, we can straightforwardly generalise the mapping theo-
rem to groupoids:
Theorem 3 (Absolute Mapping Theorem for Groupoids, Corollary 8.17).
Let X be a CW-complex and let V be a Banach π1(X)-module. Then there
is a canonical isometric isomorphism of graded semi-normed R-modules
H∗b (X;V
′) −→ H∗b (π1(X);V
′)
Similarly, we study pairs of resolutions that can calculate bounded coho-
mology of pairs of groupoids, show a fundamental lemma in this setting and
derive the following:
Theorem 4 (Corollary 4.20). Let i : A −→ G be a groupoid pair and V
a Banach G-module. Let (C∗,D∗, ϕ∗, (ν, ν ′)) be a strong, relatively injec-
tive (G,A)-resolution of V . Then there exists a canonical, semi-norm non-
increasing isomorphism of graded R-modules.
H∗(C∗,D∗, ϕ∗) −→ H∗b (G,A;V ).
Finally, we will study amenable groupoids, show that they can be charac-
terised in terms of bounded cohomology (Corollary 6.4 and Proposition 6.7)
and prove the following theorem:
Theorem 5 (Algebraic Mapping Theorem, Corollary 6.5). Let i : A −֒→ G
be a pair of groupoids such that A is amenable. Let V be Banach G-module.
Then for each n ∈ N≥2 there is a canonical isometric isomorphism
Hnb (G,A;V
′) −→ Hnb (G;V
′).
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Structure of the Article. In Section 2, we repeat basic facts about grou-
poids. Then, in Section 3 we introduce bounded cohomology for (pairs
of) groupoids and show that this is an additive homotopy invariant and
gives raise to a long exact sequence of bounded cohomology groups. In
Section 4, we develop relative homological algebra in our setting, introduce
strong, relatively injective resolutions over (pairs of) groupoids and derive
Theorem 2 and 4. Then, in Section 5 we discuss amenable groupoids before
proving in Section 6 the algebraic mapping theorem. In Section 7, we deal
with resolutions coming from topological spaces. We use this in Section 8
to slightly generalise the definition of bounded cohomology with twisted
coefficients for pairs of topological spaces and derive the absolute mapping
theorem. Finally, in Section 9, we prove the relative mapping theorem.
Acknowledgments. At the time of the writing of this article, the author
has been supported by the SFB 1085 Higher Invariants (funded by the DFG)
at the University of Regensburg. The article is based on parts of the authors
Ph.D. thesis [6] at the University of Regensburg, partially supported by the
GRK 1692 Curvature, Cycles and Cohomology (also funded by the DFG).
2. Groupoids
2.1. Basics about Groupoids. Groupoids are a generalisation of groups
(and group actions), akin to considering not necessarily connected spaces in
topology. They can be viewed as group-like structures where composition is
only partially defined.
For the convenience of the reader, in this section we repeat some basic
facts and definitions about groupoids. We refer to the book of Ronald
Brown [8] for a more detailed overview.
Definition 2.1.
(i) A groupoid is a small category in which every morphism is invertible.
(ii) A functor between groupoids is also called a groupoid map.
(iii) We will write Grp for the category of groupoids with groupoid maps
as morphisms.
(iv) In analogy to the group case, we consider morphisms as elements of
the groupoid. Hence, if G is a groupoid, we write g ∈ G to indicate
that g ∈ ∐e,f∈obG MorG(e, f) is a morphism in G.
(v) A groupoid map is called injective/surjective if it is injective/surjec-
tive on both objects and morphisms.
(vi) Suppose f, g : G −→ H are groupoid maps. A natural equivalence
between f and g is also called a homotopy between f and g. If such
a homotopy exists, we sometimes write f ≃ g.
(vii) A groupoid G is called connected, if for each pair i, j ∈ obG there
exists at least one morphism from i to j in G (that is, if the underlying
graph of the category G is connected). Similarly, we get the notion
of connected components of a groupoid.
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Example 2.2.
(i) A group is naturally a groupoid with exactly one object. More pre-
cisely, we can identify the category of groups with the full subcate-
gory of the category of groupoids, having the vertex set {1}.
(ii) In this sense, notions (ii) to (v) in Definition 2.1 correspond to the
concepts for groups. Two group homomorphisms f, g : G −→ H are
homotopic if and only if there exists an inner automorphism α of H,
such that α ◦ f = g.
(iii) Given a family (Gi)i∈I of groupoids, the disjoint union of (Gi)i∈I is
the groupoid ∐i∈IGi, defined by setting ob∐i∈IGi := ∐i∈I obGi and
for all k, l ∈ I, all e ∈ obGk and all f ∈ obGl
Mor∐i∈IGi(e, f) :=
{
MorGk(e, f) if k = l
∅ else,
together with the composition induced by the compositions of Gi. In
this fashion, we can view a family of groups naturally as a groupoid.
Example 2.3 (Group Actions and Groupoids). Let G be a group and X
a set with a left G-action. We define a groupoid G ⋉ X, called the action
groupoid or the semi-direct product of X and G, by setting:
(i) The objects of G⋉X are given by obG⋉X = X.
(ii) For each e, f ∈ X, set MorG⋉X(e, f) = {(e, g) ∈ X ×G | g · e = f}.
(iii) Define the composition by setting for each x ∈ X and g, h ∈ G
(g · x, h) ◦ (x, g) = (x, h · g).
Since we view groupoids as groups where the composition is only partially
defined, in the sense that we can only compose two elements if the target of
the first matches the source of the second, it will be useful to define:
Definition 2.4. Let G be a groupoid. We define the source and target maps
by
s : G −→ obG
MorG(e, f) ∋ g 7−→ e
t : G −→ obG
MorG(e, f) ∋ g 7−→ f.
As the next theorem shows, up to homotopy we can actually always re-
strict to disjoint unions of groups:
Theorem 2.5 (Classifying groupoids up to homotopy). Let G be a groupoid
and i : H −→ G be the inclusion of a full subgroupoid meeting each connected
component of G. Then there exists a groupoid map p : G −→ H, such that
p ◦ i = idH and i ◦ p ≃ idG .
In particular, H and G are equivalent.
Proof. This is a well-known result [6, Theorem 3.1.7]. 
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Corollary 2.6.
(i) Two groupoids H and G are equivalent if and only if there is a
bijection α : Λ(G) −→ Λ(H), such that for all e ∈ ΛG the vertex
groups Ge and Hα(e) are isomorphic. Here, we write Λ(G) and Λ(H)
to denote a choice of exactly one vertex in each connected component
of G and H respectively.
(ii) In particular: Every connected non-empty groupoid is equivalent to
any of its vertex groups (which coincide up to isomorphism).
Proof. Let ϕ := (ϕe : Ge −→ Hα(e))e∈pi0(G) be a family of group isomor-
phisms. Then ϕ induces an isomorphism ∐e∈pi0(G)Ge −→ ∐e∈pi0(H)He and
hence
G ≃ ∐e∈pi0(G)Ge
∼= ∐e∈pi0(H)He ≃ H. 
Definition 2.7. A pair of groupoids is an injective groupoid map i : A −→
G. A map between pairs of groupoids i : A −→ G and j : B −→ H is a pair
of groupoid maps (j, j′) : (G,A) −→ (H,B) commuting with i and j.
The next example shows that for any set of vertices, we can “blow up”
any group to get a groupoid homotopy equivalent to the group having the
given vertex set. This will be useful later when we want to consider a
group G together with a family of subgroups (Ai)i∈I as a pair of groupoids
by considering (GI ,∐i∈IAi).
Definition 2.8. Let G be a group and C a set. We define a groupoid GC
by setting
• Objects: obGC := C.
• Morphisms: ∀e,f∈C MorGC (e, f) := G.
We then define composition as the multiplication of elements in G.
Definition 2.9. Let f, g : (G,A) −→ (H,B) be maps of pairs of groupoids.
We call a homotopy h between f and g a homotopy relative A if for all a ∈ A
the morphism Ha : f(a) −→ g(a) is contained in B.
In this situation, we also write f ≃A,B g. The restriction of h induces
then a homotopy h|A between f |A, g|A : A −→ B.
2.2. The Fundamental Groupoid. For us, the most important examples
of groupoids, besides (families of) groups, will be given by fundamental
groupoids of topological spaces. These are straightforward generalisations
of fundamental groups:
Definition 2.10. Let X be a topological space and I ⊂ X a subset. We
define the groupoid π1(X, I) with object set I by setting
∀i,j∈I Morpi1(X,I)(i, j) = {c : [0, 1] −→ X | c a path from i to j in X}/ ∼,
where ∼ denotes homotopy relative endpoints. We define composition via
concatenation of paths. This is a well-defined groupoid, called the funda-
mental groupoid of X with respect to I. We also write π1(X) := π1(X,X).
Example 2.11. If X is a space and x ∈ X, then π1(X, {x}) is just the
fundamental group of X with respect to the base point x.
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Definition 2.12. Let (X, I) and (Y, J) be pairs of topological spaces. A
continuous map f : (X, I) −→ (Y, J) induces in the obvious way a groupoid
map π1(f) : π1(X, I) −→ π1(Y, J):
(i) On objects we define π1(f) via the map
f |I : I −→ J
i 7−→ f(i).
(ii) On morphisms, we set for each i, j ∈ I
Morpi1(X,I)(i, j) −→ Morpi1(Y,J)(f(i), f(j))
[α] 7−→ [f ◦ α].
This defines a functor π1 : Top
2 −→ Grp.
Proposition 2.13. Let (X, I) and (Y, J) be pairs of topological spaces. Con-
sider maps f, g : (X, I) −→ (Y, J). If f and g are homotopic, so are π1(f)
and π1(g).
Proof. IfH : X×[0, 1] −→ Y is a homotopy between f and g, then the family
of homotopy classes ([H(i, ·)])i∈I defines a natural equivalence between π1(f)
and π1(g). 
3. Bounded Cohomology for Groupoids
3.1. Banach Modules over Groupoids. We now extend the notion of a
Banach module over a group and several related algebraic concepts to the
groupoid case.
Definition 3.1 (Normed groupoid modules). Let G be a groupoid.
(i) A normed (left) G-module V = (Ve)e∈obG consists of:
(a) A family of normed real vector spaces (Ve)e∈obG .
(b) An isometric action of G on V , i.e. for each g ∈ G an isometry
ρg : Vs(g) −→ Vt(g)
v 7−→ ρg(v) =: gv,
such that:
(i) For all g, h ∈ G with s(g) = t(h) we have ρg ◦ ρh = ρgh.
(ii) For all i ∈ ob G we have ρidi = idVi .
(ii) A normed G-module V is called a Banach G-module if in addition
for each e ∈ obG the normed R-module (Ve, ‖ · ‖) is a Banach space.
Definition 3.2 (G-maps). Let G be a groupoid.
(i) Let V and W be normed G-modules. A bounded R-morphism be-
tween V andW is a family (fe : Ve −→We)e∈obG of boundedR-linear
maps, such that the supremum ‖f‖∞ := supe∈obG ‖fe‖∞ exists.
(ii) Let f : V −→W be a bounded R-morphism between G-modules. We
call f a G-map if for all g ∈ G we have ρWg ◦ fs(g) = ft(g) ◦ ρ
V
g .
Remark 3.3. By definition, a normed left G-module is nothing else than
a covariant functor G −→ R-Mod‖·‖ that factors through R-Mod
1
‖·‖, the
category of normed R-modules with norm non-increasing maps.
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A bounded G-map is then a uniformly bounded natural transformation
between such functors. We will sometimes use this functorial description to
define some concepts more concisely.
Similarly, we also define normed G-(co)chain complexes.
Definition 3.4. Let G be a groupoid. We write G-Mod‖·‖ for the category
of normed G-modules together with bounded G-maps.
Definition 3.5 (The trivial G-module). Let G be a groupoid. We endow
the family (Re)e∈ob G = (R)e∈obG with the trivial G-action given by
ρg = idR : Rs(g) −→ Rt(g)
for all g ∈ G. This is a Banach G-module, which we denote by RG .
Definition 3.6. LetA and G be groupoids and let f : A −→ G be a groupoid
map.
(i) Let U : G −→ R-Mod‖·‖ be a normed G-module. We call the normed
A-module f∗U := U ◦ f the induced A-module structure on U .
(ii) Let ϕ : U −→ V be a G-map. We define an A-map
f∗ϕ : f∗U −→ f∗V,
by setting ((f∗ϕ)e)e∈obA = (ϕf(e))e∈obA. This defines a functor
f∗ : G-Mod‖·‖ −→ A-Mod‖·‖ .
Lemma 3.7. Let G and H be groupoids and let V be an H-module. Let
f0, f1 : G −→ H be groupoid maps and h a homotopy between f0 and f1.
Then
V ◦ h : f∗0V −→ f
∗
1V
Vf0(e) ∋ v 7−→ he · v
is a G-isometry.
Proof. By Remark 3.3, V ◦ h is a G-map. Its inverse is given by V ◦ h,
where h denotes the inverse homotopy to h. 
We will also use a multiplicative notation and write h ·v to denote (V ◦h)(v).
Definition 3.8. Let G be a groupoid and and let (V, ‖ · ‖V ) and (W, ‖ · ‖W )
be normed G-modules. Consider the family
B(V,W ) := (B(Ve,We))e∈ob G
Here, B(Ve,We) denotes the space of bounded linear functions from Ve
to We, endowed with the family of operator norms ‖ · ‖∞ induced by the
families of norms on V andW . We define an isometric G-action on B(V,W )
by setting for all g ∈ G and all f ∈ Hom(Vs(g),Ws(g))
∀v∈Vt(g) (g · f)(v) = g · f(g
−1 · v).
If W is a Banach G-module, so is B(V,W ). This is functorial with respect
to bounded G-maps.
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Remark 3.9. Alternatively, we can view B(V,W ) as the composition
G (R-Mod‖·‖)
2 R-Mod‖·‖,
(V,W ) B
whereW is the contravariant functor given by inverting morphisms in G and
then applying W .
Definition 3.10. Let V = (Ve, ‖ · ‖e)e∈ob G be a normed G-module. We call
the R-submodule
V G :=
{
v ∈
∏
e∈obG
Ve
∣∣∣ ∀g∈G g · vs(g) = vt(g), sup
e∈obG
‖ve‖e <∞
}
,
of
∏
e∈obG Ve endowed with the norm given by setting for each v ∈ V
G
‖v‖ := sup
e∈obG
‖ve‖e
the invariants of V . Alternatively, this can also be viewed as the canonical
model for the limit of V : G −→ R-Mod1‖·‖ .
This is functorial with respect to bounded G-maps:
Proposition 3.11. The invariants define a functor
( · )G : G-Mod‖·‖ −→ R-Mod‖·‖ .
One important example of invariants will be BG(V,W ) := B(V,W )
G .
3.2. Definition of Bounded Cohomology. We now give our definition
of bounded cohomology for groupoids via Bar resolutions.
Definition 3.12 (The Bar resolution for groupoids). Let G be a groupoid.
(i) For each n ∈ N and each e ∈ obG, we set
Pn(G)e = {(g0, . . . , gn) ∈ G
n+1 | ∀i∈{0,...,n−1} s(gi) = t(gi+1), t(g0) = e}.
Equivalently, Pn(G)e is the set of all (n+ 1)-paths in G ending in e.
(ii) For each n ∈ N, define a normed G-module Cn(G) = (Cn(G)e)e∈ob G
as follows. For all e ∈ obG, we set
Cn(G)e := R〈Pn(G)e〉,
endowed with the ℓ1-norm with respect to the basis Pn(G)e. We
then define an isometric G-action on Cn(G) by setting for all g ∈ G
ρg : Cn(G)s(g) −→ Cn(G)t(g)
(g0, . . . , gn) 7−→ (g · g0, . . . , gn).
(iii) For each n ∈ N, we define boundary maps
∂n : Cn(G) −→ Cn−1(G)
(g0, . . . , gn) 7−→
n−1∑
i=0
(−1)i(g0, . . . , gi · gi+1, . . . , gn)
+ (−1)n · (g0, . . . , gn−1).
These maps are clearly G-equivariant and the usual calculation shows
that this does indeed define a G-chain complex. By definition, these
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maps are bounded G-maps and ‖∂n‖∞ ≤ n + 1 for all n ∈ N,
so (C∗(G), ∂∗) is a normed G-chain complex.
This is a resolution in the following sense:
Remark 3.13. Let G be a groupoid. Consider the canonical augmentation
ε : C0(G) −→ RG
g 7−→ t(g) · 1.
Then (Cn(G), ∂n)n∈N together with ε is a G-resolution of RG. An R-chain
contraction s∗ is given by the R-morphisms
s−1 : RG −→ C0(G)
e 7−→ ide
and for all n ∈ N
sn : Cn(G) −→ Cn+1(G)
(g0, . . . , gn) 7−→ (idt(g0), g0, . . . , gn).
To study amenable groupoids, it will be useful to have also a homogeneous
resolution chain isometric to the inhomogeneous Bar resolution:
Definition 3.14 (The homogeneous Bar resolution). Let G be a groupoid.
(i) For each n ∈ N and each e ∈ obG, we set
Sn(G)e = {(g0, . . . , gn) ∈ G
n+1 | ∀i∈{0,...,n} t(gi) = e}.
(ii) For each n ∈ N, we define a normed G-module Ln(G) by setting for
each e ∈ obG
Ln(G)e = R〈Sn(G)e〉,
endowed with the ℓ1-norm with respect to the basis Sn(G)e and defin-
ing a G-action by setting for each g ∈ G
ρg : Ln(G)s(g) −→ Ln(G)t(g)
(g0, . . . , gn) 7−→ (g · g0, . . . , g · gn).
(iii) For each n ∈ N, we define boundary maps
∂n : Ln(G) −→ Ln−1(G)
(g0, . . . , gn) 7−→
n∑
i=0
(−1)i(g0, . . . , gˆi, . . . , gn).
Again, these maps are clearly G-equivariant and the usual calculation
shows that this does indeed define a G-chain complex. By definition,
these maps are bounded G-maps and ‖∂n‖∞ ≤ n + 1 for all n ∈ N,
so (C∗(G), ∂∗) is a normed G-chain complex.
Remark 3.15. If G is a group, then C∗(G), respectively L∗(G), coincide
with the usual definition of the (inhomogeneous, respectively homogeneous)
real Bar resolution of the group G.
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Proposition 3.16. The maps
Cn(G) −→ Ln(G)
(g0, . . . , gn) 7−→ (g0, g0 · g1, . . . , g0 · · · · gn)
and
Ln(G) −→ Cn(G)
(g0, . . . , gn) 7−→ (g0, g
−1
0 · g1, . . . , g
−1
n−1 · gn)
are mutually inverse G-chain isometries.
Proof. The maps are obviously mutually inverse G-maps in each degree.
They are chain maps by the same calculation as in the group case [17,
Section VI.13] and norm non-increasing (and hence isometric) because they
map simplices to simplices. 
Definition 3.17 (Functoriality). Let f : A −→ G be a groupoid map. Then
the induced map(
Cn(f) : Cn(A) −→ f
∗Cn(G)
(a0, . . . , an) 7−→ (f(a0), . . . , f(an))
)
n∈N
is an A-chain map with respect to the induced A-structure on C∗(G). The
map Cn(f) is bounded for each n ∈ N and satisfies ‖Cn(f)‖∞ ≤ 1, for Cn(f)
maps simplices to simplices.
In order to study bounded cohomology with coefficients, it will be useful
to define a domain category that encompasses both groupoids and coefficient
modules. We follow Kenneth Brown [7, Section III.8] here:
Definition 3.18 (Domain Categories for Bounded Cohomology). We define
a category GrpBan by setting:
(i) Objects in GrpBan are pairs (G, V ), where G is a groupoid and V is
a Banach G-module.
(ii) A morphism (G, V ) −→ (H,W ) in GrpBan is a pair (f, ϕ), where
f : G −→ H is a groupoid map and ϕ : f∗W −→ V is a bounded
G-map.
(iii) Composition is defined by setting for all composable pairs of mor-
phisms (f, ϕ) : (G, V ) −→ (H,W ) and (g, ψ) : (H,W ) −→ (A, U):
(g, ψ) ◦ (f, ϕ) := (g ◦ f, ϕ ◦ (f∗ψ)).
Definition 3.19 (The Banach Bar Complex with Coefficients). Let G be a
groupoid and V a Banach G-module.
(i) We write
C∗b (G;V ) := BG(C∗(G), V ).
Together with ‖ · ‖∞, this is a normed R-cochain complex.
(ii) If (f, ϕ) : (G, V ) −→ (H,W ) is a morphism in GrpBan, we write
C∗b (f ;ϕ) for the map
C∗b (H;W ) −→ C
∗
b (G;V )
(we)f∈obH 7−→ (ϕ ◦ wf(e) ◦ C∗(f))e∈ob G .
This defines a contravariant functor C∗b : GrpBan −→ RCh
‖·‖.
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Definition 3.20. Let G be a groupoid, V a Banach G-module. We call the
cohomology
H∗b (G;V ) := H
∗(BG(C∗(G), V )),
together with the induced semi-norm on H∗b (G;V ), the bounded cohomology
of G with coefficients in V .
This defines a contravariant functor H∗b : GrpBan −→ R-Mod
‖·‖
∗ .
Remark 3.21. As before, if G is a group, our definition of bounded coho-
mology coincides with the usual one.
3.3. Elementary Properties. In this part, we show that bounded coho-
mology is an additive homotopy invariant for groupoids and see that it can
be calculated by the bounded cohomology of vertex groups.
Proposition 3.22. Let G and H be groupoids. Let f0, f1 : G −→ H be
groupoid maps and let h be a homotopy from f1 to f0.
(i) For each n ∈ N and each i ∈ {0, . . . , n} define a bounded G-map
sin : Cn(G) −→ f
∗
0Cn+1(H)
(g0, . . . , gn) 7−→ (f0(g0), . . . , f0(gi), hs(gi), f1(gi+1), . . . , f1(gn)).
Define for each n ∈ N a G-map
shn :=
n∑
i=0
(−1)isin.
Then ∂n+1 ◦ s
h
n + s
h
n−1 ◦ ∂n = Cn(f0) − h · Cn(f1) for each n ∈ N,
i.e., sh∗ is a bounded G-chain homotopy between C∗(f0) and h·C∗(f1).
(ii) Let V be a Banach G-module. The family
s∗V,h := (BG(s∗, idf∗0 V )) ◦ j : C
∗
b (H, V ) −→ C
∗−1
b (G; f
∗
0V )
(we)e∈obH 7−→ (wf0(e) ◦ s∗,e)e∈obG .
is an R-cochain homotopy between C∗b (f0;V ) and C
∗
b (f1;V ◦ h).
(iii) In particular,
H∗b (f0;V ) = H
∗
b (idG;V ◦ h) ◦H
∗
b (f1;V );
and the map H∗b (idG;V ◦ h) is an isometric isomorphism.
Proof. A short calculation shows that sh∗ is a bounded G-chain homotopy.
It remains to show that H∗b (idG ;V ◦ h) is isometric. But
V ◦ h : f∗0V −→ f
∗
1V
Vf0(e) ∋ v 7−→ he · v
is isometric since the H-action on V is isometric, hence all the induced maps
are also isometric. 
Corollary 3.23. Let f : G −→ H be an equivalence between groupoids
and V a Banach H-module. Then the induced maps
H∗b (f ;V ) : H
∗
b (H;V ) −→ H
∗
b (G; f
∗V )
is an isometric isomorphism of semi-normed graded R-modules.
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Corollary 3.24 (Bounded group cohomology calculates bounded groupoid
cohomology). Let G be a connected groupoid and V a Banach G-module.
Let e ∈ ob G be a vertex and ie : Ge −→ G the inclusion of the corresponding
vertex group. Then
H∗b (ie, V ) : H
∗
b (G, V ) −→ H
∗
b (Ge; i
∗
eV )
is an isometric isomorphism of normed graded R-modules.
Proof. By Corollary 2.6, ie is a homotopy equivalence and by Corollary 3.23,
the induced maps are isometric isomorphisms. Thus the result follows form
Remark 3.21. 
Definition 3.25. Let (Vi, ‖·‖i)i∈I be a family of (semi-)normed R-modules.
We define the normed product of (Vi, ‖ · ‖i)i∈I as the R-module
‖·‖∏
i∈I
(Vi, ‖ · ‖i) :=
{
v ∈
∏
i∈i
Vi
∣∣∣ sup
i∈I
‖vi‖ <∞
}
endowed with the product norm
‖·‖∏
i∈I
(Vi, ‖ · ‖i) −→ R
(vi)i∈I 7−→ sup{‖vi‖i | i ∈ I}.
If I is finite, the normed product of (Vi, ‖ · ‖i)i∈I coincides with
∏
i∈I Vi
endowed with the maximum norm.
Proposition 3.26 (Bounded groupoid cohomology and disjoint unions).
Let G be a groupoid and V a Banach G-module. Let G = ∐λ∈ΛG
λ be the
partition of G into connected components. For each λ ∈ Λ, write V λ for
the G-module structure on V induced by the inclusion Gλ −֒→ G. Then the
family of inclusions (Gλ −֒→ G)λ∈Λ induces an isometric isomorphism
H∗b (G;V ) −→
‖·‖∏
λ∈Λ
H∗b (G
λ;V λ)
Proof. We see directly that the splitting of C∗(G) with respect to the con-
nected components is preserved after applying BG( · , V ) and that the norm
is exactly the the product norm. 
3.4. Relative Bounded Cohomology. We now define bounded cohomol-
ogy for pairs of groupoids. Using this definition, we derive a long exact
sequence for bounded cohomology of groupoids. Then, we show that rela-
tive bounded cohomology is a homotopy invariant. Finally, we discuss the
special case of a group relative to a family of subgroups and get a long ex-
act sequence relating bounded cohomology of a group relative to a family of
subgroups to the regular bounded homology of the group and the subgroups.
Definition 3.27. Let i : A −֒→ G be a groupoid pair, i.e. the canonical
inclusion of a subgroupoid A ⊂ G. Let V be a Banach G-module.
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(i) The map
C∗b (i;V ) : C
∗
b (G;V ) −→ C
∗
b (A, i
∗V )
(fe)e∈ob G 7−→ (fe|C∗(A)e)e∈obA
is surjective. Its kernel
C∗b (G,A;V ) := {f ∈ BG(C∗(G), V ) | ∀e∈obA fe|C∗(A)e = 0},
endowed with the induced norm on the subspace, is a normed R-
cochain complex. We write ι∗(G,A;V ) : C
∗
b (G,A;V ) −→ C
∗
b (G;V ) for
the canonical inclusion.
(ii) We call
H∗b (G,A;V ) := H
∗(C∗b (G,A;V ))
the bounded cohomology of G relative to A with coefficients in V .
We define domain categories Grp2Ban and Grp2Ban analogously to GrpBan
and GrpBan by considering pairs of groupoids instead of groupoids.
Definition 3.28. Let (f, ϕ) : ((G,A), V ) −→ ((H,B),W ) be a morphism in
Grp2Ban. Then C∗b (f, ϕ) restricts to a bounded cochain map
C∗b (f, f |A;ϕ) := C
∗
b (f ;ϕ)|C∗b (H,B;W ) : C
∗
b (H,B;W ) −→ C
∗
b (G,A;V ).
This induces a continuous map between graded normed modules
H∗b (f, f |A;ϕ) : H
∗
b (H,B;W ) −→ H
∗
b (G,A;V ).
This defines a contravariant functor Grp2Ban −→ R-Mod
‖·‖
∗ .
As for the above definition, we just note that the right-hand square in the
following diagram commutes by definition, so the map on the left-hand side
is defined:
0 C∗b (H,B;W ) C
∗
b (H;W ) C
∗
b (B; i
∗
BW ) 0
0 C∗b (G,A;V ) C
∗
b (G;V ) C
∗
b (A; i
∗
AV ) 0
ι∗(H,B;W )
ι∗(G,A;V )
C∗b (f, f |A;ϕ)
C∗b (iB;V )
C∗b (f ;ϕ)
C∗b (iA;V )
C∗b (f |A; i
∗
Aϕ)
Here i∗Aϕ : f |
∗
Ai
∗
BW = i
∗
Af
∗V −→ i∗AV denotes the A-map (ϕa)a∈obA, i.e.,
by restricting the family corresponding to ϕ to objects in A. Functoriality
then follows from the functoriality of the right-hand square.
Proposition 3.29. Let iA : A −→ G be the inclusion of a subgroupoid .There
is a natural (with respect to morphisms in Grp2Ban) long exact sequence
· · · H∗b (G,A;V ) H
∗
b (G;V ) H
∗
b (A; i
∗
AV ) H
∗+1
b (G,A;V ) · · ·
H∗(ι∗(G,A;V )) H∗b (iA;V ) δ∗
such that δ∗ is continuous with respect to the induced semi-norms.
Proof. Take care that the boundary map is continuous in the usual diagram
chase in the proof of the snake lemma. 
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Proposition 3.30.
(i) Let f, g : (G,A) −→ (H,B) be maps of pairs of groupoids and V be
an H-module. If f ≃A,B g via a homotopy h, then there is a canoni-
cal R-cochain homotopy between C∗b (f, f |A;V ) and C
∗
b (g, g|A;V ◦h).
(ii) In particular,
H∗b (f, f |A;V ) = H
∗
b (idG , idA;V ◦ h) ◦H
∗
b (g, g|A;V );
and the map H∗b (idG, idA;V ◦ h) is an isometric isomorphism.
Proof.
(i) Let s∗V,h and s
∗
i∗
B
V,h|A
denote the cochain homotopies induced by h
and h|A constructed in Proposition 3.22. The right-hand side square
of the following diagram commutes by definition:
0 C∗b (H,B;V ) C
∗
b (H;V ) C
∗
b (B; i
∗
BV ) 0
0 C∗−1b (G,A; f
∗V ) C∗−1b (G; f
∗V ) C∗−1b (A; i
∗
Af
∗V ) 0.
ι∗(H,B;V )
ι∗−1(G,A;f∗V )
s∗V,h|C∗(H,B;V )
C∗b (iB;V )
s∗
i∗
B
V,h|A
C∗−1b (iA; f
∗V )
s∗V,h
Hence the map on the left-hand side is defined. The map s∗
i∗
B
V,h|A
is a cochain homotopy between C∗b (f |A, i
∗
BV ) = C
∗
b (f |A, i
∗
A idf∗V )
and C∗b (g|A, (V ◦h|A)) = C
∗
b (g|A, i
∗
A(V ◦h)). Hence, by comparing the
diagrams defining C∗b (f, f |A;V ), C
∗
b (g, g|A;V ) and s
∗
V,h|C∗(H,B;V ),
we see that s∗V,h|C∗(H,B;V ) defines an R-cochain homotopy between
C∗b (f, f |A;V ) and C
∗
b (g, g|A;V ).
(ii) The map C∗b (idG , idA;V ◦ h) is an isometric cochain isomorphism,
since C∗b (idG ;V ◦ h) and C
∗
b (idA; i
∗
A(V ◦ h)) = C
∗
b (idA; i
∗
AV ◦ h|A))
are isometric cochain isomorphisms. 
Corollary 3.31. Let f : (G,A) −→ (H,B) be an equivalence relative (A,B),
i.e., there exists a map g : (H,B) −→ (G,A), such that g ◦ f ≃A,B idG
and f ◦ g ≃B,A idH. Then
H∗b (f, f |A;V ) : H
∗
b (H,B;V ) −→ H
∗
b (G,A; f
∗V )
is an isometric isomorphism.
Corollary 3.32. Let (G,A) be a pair of connected groupoids with vertex
group G and A respectively. Then we get an isometric isomorphism
H∗b (G,A;RG)
∼= H∗b (G,A;R).
Proof. As in the absolute case, it is straightforward to see that (G,A)
and (G,A) are equivalent relative (A, A). 
Definition 3.33. Let G be a group and (Ai)i∈I be a family of subgroups.
Let V be a Banach G-module. We define
H∗b (G, (Ai)i∈I ;V ) := H
∗
b (GI ,∐i∈IAi;VI)
This is functorial in the obvious way.
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Lemma 3.34. Let G be a group and I a set. For each i ∈ I let li : G −→ GI
denote the canonical inclusion as a vertex group. Then
H∗b (li;VI) = H
∗
b (lj ;VI)
for all i, j ∈ I and for all Banach G-modules V .
Proof. We can define a homotopy between li and lj by setting
h1 := idG : G = Gi −→ Gj = G.
Here 1 denotes the unique vertex of G. Hence, by Proposition 3.22
H∗b (li;VI) = H
∗
b (idG;VI ◦ h) ◦H
∗
b (lj ;VI) = H
∗
b (lj ;VI). 
Theorem 3.35. Let G be a group and (Ai)i∈I a family of subgroups. Let V
be a Banach G-module. Then there is a natural long exact sequence
· · · H∗b (G, (Ai)i∈I ;V ) H
∗
b (G;V )
∏‖·‖
i∈I H
∗
b (Ai; i
∗
Ai
V ) H∗+1b (G, (Ai)i∈I ;V ) · · ·
ι∗ (H
∗
b (iAi ;V ))i∈I d∗
such that d∗ is continuous with respect to the induced semi-norm and the
product semi-norm. Here
ι∗ := H∗b (le;VI) ◦H
∗(ιGI ,AI ,VI ).
where le : G −→ GI is the canonical inclusions for some vertex e ∈ obG.
Proof. Write tj : Aj −֒→ ∐i∈IAi and s : ∐i∈I Ai −֒→ GI for the canonical
inclusions. By Corollary 2.6 and Proposition 3.26, the rows in the following
diagram are isometric isomorphisms:
H∗b (G; (Ai)i∈I ;V ) H
∗
b (GI ;VI) H
∗
b (∐i∈IAi; s
∗V ) H∗+1b (G, (Ai)i∈I ;V )
H∗b (G; (Ai)i∈I ;V ) H
∗
b (G;V )
∏
i∈I H
∗
b (Ai; i
∗
Ai
V ) H∗+1b (G, (Ai)i∈I ;V )
= H∗b (le;VI)
∼= (H∗b (ti; s
∗V ))i∈I =
H∗(ι∗(G,(Ai)i∈I ;V )) H
∗
b (s;VI) δ∗
ι∗ (H∗b (iAi ;V ))i∈I d
∗
The upper square commutes by definition and we can choose a continuous
map d∗ in such a way, that the lower square commutes. The centre square
commutes by Lemma 3.34. 
4. Relative Homological Algebra
4.1. Relative Homological Algebra for Groupoids. In this section, we
develop the relative homological algebra necessary to study resolutions that
can calculate bounded cohomology of groupoids, analogously to the group
case [18, 24]. We introduce the notations of relatively injective groupoid
modules and define strong resolutions for Banach groupoid modules. Then,
we show that B(C∗(G), V ) is a strong relatively injective resolution for each
Banach G-module V . Next, we prove the fundamental lemma for relative
homological algebra in our setting, implying in particular that strong rela-
tively injective resolutions are unique up to bounded G-cochain equivalence.
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Thus these resolutions can be used to calculate bounded cohomology up to
isomorphism, and we show that the semi-norm on bounded cohomology can
be seen to be the infimum over all semi-norms induced by strong relatively
injective resolutions.
Definition 4.1. Let G be a groupoid.
(i) Let V and W be Banach G-modules. A G-map i : V −→W is called
relatively injective if there exists a (not necessarily G-equivariant)
R-morphism σ : W −→ V such that σ ◦ i = idV and ‖σ‖∞ ≤ 1.
(ii) A G-module I is called relatively injective if for each relatively in-
jective G-map i : V −→ W between Banach G-modules and each
G-map α : V −→ I there is a G-map β : W −→ I, such that β ◦ i = α
and ‖β‖∞ ≤ ‖α‖∞.
Proposition 4.2. Let U be a Banach G-module and n ∈ N. Then the
Banach G-module B(Cn(G), U) is relatively injective.
Proof. The proof is basically the same as in the case of G being a group [6,
Proposition 3.4.3]. 
Definition 4.3 (Strong Resolutions). Let (C∗, δ∗) be a Banach G-cochain
complex, V a Banach G-module and ε : V −→ C0 a G-augmentation map.
We call (C∗, δ∗, ε) strong or a strong resolution for V if there exists a norm
non-increasing cochain contraction, i.e., a family
(sn : Cn −→ Cn−1)n∈N>0
s0 : C0 −→ V
of (not necessarily G-equivariant) R-morphisms between G-modules such
that for all n ∈ N we have ‖sn‖∞ ≤ 1 and the family (s
n)n∈N is a cochain
contraction of the augmented cochain complex.
Example 4.4. Consider the Banach G-cochain complex B(C∗(G), V ) to-
gether with the augmentation map εG : B(C0(G), V ) −→ V given by
εG : V −→ B(C0(G), V )
v 7−→ (g 7−→ v).
Then, the family s∗ defined in Remark 3.13 induces a norm-non increasing
R-cochain contraction s∗b of (B(C∗(G), V ), εG) given by
s∗b : B(C∗(G), V ) −→ B(C∗−1(G), V )
ϕ 7−→ ϕ ◦ s∗
and setting for each e ∈ obG
s0b,e : B(C0(G)e, Ve) −→ Ve
ϕ 7−→ ϕ(ide).
In particular, (B(C∗(G), V ), εG) is a strong resolution of V .
Proposition 4.5 (Fundamental lemma). Let (In, δnI )n∈N be a relatively
injective Banach G-cochain complex and ε : W −→ I0 a G-augmentation
map. Let ((Cn, δnC)n∈N, ν : V −→ C
0) be a strong G-resolution of a Ba-
nach G-module V . Let f : V −→W be a G-morphism. Then there exists an
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up to bounded G-cochain homotopy unique extension of f to a bounded G-
cochain map between the resolution (Cn, δnC , ν) and the augmented cochain
complex (In, δnI , ε).
Proof. The proof is basically the same lifting argument as for all homological
“fundamental lemmas”, for instance [6, Proposition 3.4.7]. 
Corollary 4.6. Let G be a groupoid and V a G-module. Then there exists
an up to canonical bounded G-cochain homotopy equivalence unique strong
relatively injective G-resolution of V .
Proposition 4.7. Let G be a groupoid and let V be a Banach G-module.
Let ((D∗, δ∗D), ε : V −→ D
0) be a strong G-resolution of V .
Then for each strong cochain contraction of (D∗, ε) there exists a canoni-
cal norm non-increasing cochain map of this resolution to the standard res-
olution (B(Cn(G), V ))n∈N of V extending idV .
Proof. The proof is similar to the group case [18, Lemma 3.2.2].
Let ((sn : Dn −→ Dn−1)n∈N, s
0 : D0 −→ V ) be a norm non-increasing
cochain contraction of the augmented cochain complex. We will define fam-
ilies (αne : D
n
e −→ B(Cn(G)e, Ve))e∈ob G by induction over n ∈ N ∪ {−1}.
First, we set α−1 = idV . Assume we have defined αn−1 for some n ∈ N.
Then we set for all (g0, . . . , gn) ∈ Pn(G) and all ϕ ∈ D
n
t(g0)
αnt(g0)(ϕ)(g0, . . . , gn) = α
n−1
t(g0)
(g0 · s
n
s(g0)
(g−10 · ϕ))(g0 · g1, . . . , gn).
We immediately see that this is a G-map for all n ∈ N and since sn is norm
non-increasing and the G-action is isometric, αn is norm non-increasing by
induction. By a short calculation we see that (αn)n∈N is a cochain map. 
Corollary 4.8. Let G be a groupoid and V a Banach G-module. Moreover,
let ((Dn, δnD)n∈N, ε : V −→ D
0) be a strong relatively injective G-resolution
of V . Then there exists a canonical semi-norm non-increasing isomorphism
of graded R-modules
H∗(D∗G) −→ H∗b (G;V ).
Proof. By Proposition 4.7 there exists a norm non-increasing G-cochain
map Dn −→ B(Cn(G), V ) extending idV . This map induces a norm non-
increasing morphism H∗(D∗G) −→ H∗b (G;V ). By the fundamental lemma
for groupoids, this is an isomorphism. 
4.2. Relative Homological Algebra for Pairs of Groupoids. In this
section, we will discuss a version of relative homological algebra that can
be used to describe the bounded cohomology of a pair of groupoids. The
definitions and results will be analogous to the ones in the absolute setting.
If (G,A) is a pair of groupoids, we will define (G,A)-cochain complexes and
strong, relatively injective (G,A)-resolutions in this setting. We will see that
there is a fundamental lemma for pairs and that the pair of standard resolu-
tions is a strong, relatively injective (G,A)-resolution, thus H∗b (G,A;V ) can
be calculated by such resolutions. Our definition is slightly more restrictive
than Park’s definition of allowable pairs [29], but will directly lead to the
fundamental lemma for pairs.
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Definition 4.9. Let i : A −→ G be a pair of groupoids, i.e., A and G are
groupoids and i is an injective groupoid map, see Definition 2.1. We define
a category (G,A)-Ban by setting:
(i) Objects in (G,A)-Ban are tripels (V, V ′, ϕ), where V is a Banach G-
module, V ′ a Banach A-module and ϕ : i∗V −→ V ′ an A-morphism.
We call such an object a (G,A)-module.
(ii) A morphism (j, j′) : (V, V ′, ϕ) −→ (W,W ′, ψ) in (G,A)-Ban is a
pair (j, j′) where j : V −→ W is a G-map and j′ : V ′ −→W ′ is an
A-map, such that the following diagram commutes:
i∗V ∗ i∗W
V ′ W ′
i∗j
ϕ
j′
ψ
Composition is then defined componentwise. We call such a mor-
phism also a (G,A)-map. In addition, we will consider not necessar-
ily (G,A)-equivariant morphisms (j, j′) : (V, V ′, ϕ) −→ (W,W ′, ψ)
by dropping the condition that j and j′ are equivariant, but still
demanding that the above diagram commutes.
(iii) Similarly, we also define a category (G,A)Ch
‖·‖ of Banach (G,A)-
cochain complexes. The notions of augmentations, cochain homo-
topies etc. translate naturally into this setting.
Now we define cohomoloyg of (G,A)-cochain complexes:
Definition 4.10. Let i : A −→ G be a pair of groupoids.
(i) Let (C∗,D∗, f∗) be a (G,A)-cochain complex. The map f∗ restricts
to a cochain map
f∗ : C∗G −→ D∗A
(ve)e∈ob G 7−→ (f
∗
a (vi(a)))a∈obA.
We write K∗(C∗,D∗, f∗) for the normed R-cochain complex ker(f∗),
given by considering the kernel in each degree and endowed with the
norm induced by the norm on C∗.
(ii) Let (j, j′) : (C∗0 ,D
∗
0 , f
∗
0 ) −→ (C
∗
1 ,D
∗
1 , f
∗
1 ) be a (G,A)-cochain map.
Then, by restriction, (j, j′) induce the maps on the right-hand side
of the following diagram
ker f∗0 C
∗G
0 D
∗A
0
ker f∗1 C
∗G
1 D
∗A
1 ,
j∗|ker f∗0 j
∗
f∗0
f∗1
j′∗
and this square commutes, hence the map on left-hand side is de-
fined. We write K∗(j, j′) := j∗|ker f∗0
for the map on the left-hand
side. In this way, K∗ defines a functor (G,A)Ch
‖·‖ −→ RCh
‖·‖.
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i∗V V ′
i∗I I ′
i∗W W ′
i∗σ
i∗j
i∗α
ϕ
ψ
f
j′
σ′ α
′
i∗β
β′
Figure 1. Extension Problem for Pairs.
(iii) We writeH∗(C∗,D∗, f∗) to denote the cohomology ofK∗(C∗,D∗, f∗)
endowed with the induced semi-norm. In this way, we have defined
a functor (G,A)Ch
‖·‖ −→ R-Mod
‖·‖
∗ .
The main example of (G,A)-cochain complexes in this section is given by
the pair of canonical resolutions for G and A:
Example 4.11. Let i : A −→ G be a groupoid pair and V a Banach G-
module. Then C∗(G,A;V ) := (B(C∗(G), V ), B(C∗(A), i
∗V ), B(C∗(i), V )) is
a Banach (G,A)-cochain complex. By definition
H∗(C∗(G,A;V )) = H∗b (G,A;V ).
Remark 4.12. Let (f∗0 , f
∗
1 ), (g
∗
0 , g
∗
1) : (C
∗
0 , C
∗
1 , ϕ
∗) −→ (D∗0 ,D
∗
1, ψ
∗) be a pair
of (G,A)-cochain maps. Let (h∗0, h
∗
1) : (C
∗
0 , C
∗
1 , ϕ
∗
0) −→ (D
∗−1
0 ,D
∗−1
1 , ψ
∗−1)
be a (G,A)-cochain homotopy between (f∗0 , f
∗
1 ) and (g
∗
0 , g
∗
1), i.e., h
∗
0 is a
G-cochain homotopy between f∗0 and g
∗
0 and h
∗
1 is an A-cochain homo-
topy between f∗1 and g
∗
1 , and the pair (h
∗
0, h
∗
1) is a family of (G,A)-maps.
Then the pair (h∗0, h
∗
1) induces an R-cochain homotopy between K
∗(f∗0 , f
∗
1 )
and K∗(g∗0 , g
∗
1). In this sense, cohomology of (G,A)-cochain complexes is a
homotopy invariant.
Definition 4.13 (Relatively injective pairs). Let i : A −→ G be a pair of
groupoids.
(i) A (G,A)-map (j, j′) : (V, V ′, ϕ) −→ (W,W ′, ψ) is called relatively
injective, if there is a (not necessarily (G,A)-equivariant) split
(σ, σ′) : (W,W ′, ψ) −→ (V, V ′, ϕ),
such that (σ, σ′) ◦ (j, j′) = (idV , idV ′) and ‖σ‖∞ ≤ 1 and ‖σ
′‖∞ ≤ 1.
(ii) A (G,A)-module (I, I ′, f) is called relatively injective if for each rela-
tively injective (G,A)-map (j, j′) : (V, V ′, ϕ) −→ (W,W ′, ψ) between
(G,A)-modules and each (G,A)-map (α,α′) : (V, V ′, ϕ) −→ (I, I ′, f),
there exists a (G,A)-map (β, β′) : (W,W ′, ψ) −→ (I, I ′, f), such
that (β, β′)◦(j, j′) = (α,α′) and ‖β‖∞ ≤ ‖α‖∞ and ‖β
′‖∞ ≤ ‖α
′‖∞.
See Figure 1.
Remark 4.14. Park [29] treats bounded cohomology of a pair (G,A) of
groups via so called allowable resolutions, i.e., via pairs consisting of a
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strong, relatively injective G-resolution and a strong, relatively injective
A-resolution, together with a cochain map that commutes with a pair of
norm non-increasing cochain contractions of the two resolutions. Thus, the
condition on relative injectivity of an allowable pair is a priori weaker than
our definition of relatively injective (G,A)-resolutions. However, as noted
by Frigerio and Pagliantini [15, Remark 3.8], it is not clear why Park’s def-
inition should lead to a version of the fundamental lemma. Our definition
avoids this problem and still includes the interesting examples.
Example 4.15. Let i : A −→ G be a pair of groupoids and U a Banach G-
module. For each n ∈ N, the Banach (G,A)-module Cn(G,A;U) is relatively
injective.
Proof. By a straightforward calculation [6, Example 3.5.21] one shows that
the concrete maps constructed in the proof of Proposition 4.2 can be used
to solve also the relative extension problem. 
Definition 4.16. Let i : A −→ G be a pair of groupoids, (C∗,D∗, f∗) be
a Banach (G,A)-cochain complex and V be a Banach G-module. Further-
more, let (ε, ε′) : (V, i∗V, idi∗V ) −→ (C
0,D0, f0) be a (G,A)-augmentation
map. We call (C∗,D∗, f∗, (ε, ε′)) a strong resolution of V if there exists
a (not necessarily (G,A)-equivariant) norm non-increasing cochain contrac-
tion (s∗, t∗) of (C∗,D∗, f∗, (ε, ε′)), i.e., a norm non-increasing contraction s∗
of (C∗, ε) and a norm non-increasing contraction t∗ of (D∗, ε′), such that f∗
commutes with i∗s∗ and t∗.
Example 4.17. Let i : A −→ G be a pair of groupoids and V be a Banach
G-module. Let s∗G and s
∗
A be the norm-non-increasing cochain contractions
for (B(C∗(G), V ), εG) and (B(C∗(A), i
∗V ), εA) as in Example 4.4. By a short
calculation, we see that (s∗G , s
∗
A) is a norm non-increasing cochain contraction
of (C∗(G,A;V ), (εG , εA)). Hence, (C
∗(G,A;V ), (εG , εA)) is a strong (G,A)-
resolution of V , called the standard (G,A)-resolution of V .
Proposition 4.18 (Fundamental Lemma for Pairs). Let i : A −→ G be a
pair of groupoids. Let (I∗, J∗, ϕ∗) be a relatively injective (G,A)-cochain
complex and (ε, ε′) : (W, i∗W, idi∗W ) −→ (I
0, J0, ϕ0) a (G,A)-augmentation
map. Let (C∗,D∗, ψ∗, (ν, ν ′)) be a strong (G,A)-resolution of a Banach
G-module V . Let (f, f ′) : (V, i∗V, idi∗V ) −→ (W, i
∗W, idi∗W ) be a (G,A)-
map. Then there exists an extension of (f, f ′) to a bounded (G,A)-cochain
map from the resolution (C∗,D∗, ψ∗, (ν, ν ′)) to the augmented cochain com-
plex (I∗, J∗, ϕ∗, (ε, ε′)). This extension is unique up to bounded (G,A)-
cochain homotopy.
Proof. The proof is the same as the one of Proposition 4.5, just solving the
extension problems for pairs instead of for single modules. 
Proposition 4.19. Let i : A −→ G be a groupoid pair and V a Banach G-
module. Let (C∗,D∗, ϕ∗, (ν, ν ′)) be a strong (G,A)-resolution of V . Then for
each norm non-increasing cochain contraction of (C∗,D∗, ϕ∗, (ν, ν ′)) there
exists a canonical, norm non-increasing (G,A)-cochain map
(C∗,D∗, ϕ∗) −→ C∗(G,A;V ),
extending (idV , idi∗V ).
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Proof. The proof is basically the same as the one for Proposition 4.7, one
just has to check that the constructed pair of maps is a (G,A)-map. 
Corollary 4.20. Let i : A −→ G be a groupoid pair and V a Banach G-
module. Let (C∗,D∗, ϕ∗, (ν, ν ′)) be a strong, relatively injective (G,A)-
resolution of V . Then there exists a canonical, semi-norm non-increasing
isomorphism of graded R-modules
H∗(C∗,D∗, ϕ∗) −→ H∗b (G,A;V ).
Proof. By Proposition 4.19, there is a norm non-increasing (G,A)-cochain
map (C∗,D∗, ϕ∗) −→ C∗(G,A;V ), extending (idV , idi∗V ). Hence this map
induces a semi-norm non-increasing map H∗(C∗,D∗, ϕ∗) −→ H∗b (G,A;V ).
By the fundamental lemma for pairs, this map is an isomorphism in each
degree and does not depend of the choice of the lift of (idV , idi∗V ). 
5. Amenability
In this section, we define amenability for groupoids, similar to the defini-
tion of amenability of measured groupoids [1].
Definition 5.1. Let G be a groupoid and V a normed G-module. We define
a normed G-module ℓ∞(G, V ) by:
(i) For all e ∈ obG we set ℓ∞(G, V )e := ℓ
∞(Ge, Ve), endowed with the
‖ · ‖∞-norm. Here, we denote by Ge the set of all morphisms in G
ending in e, i.e., Ge = t
−1(e).
(ii) We define the G-action by setting for all g ∈ G
ρg : ℓ
∞(G, V )s(g) −→ ℓ
∞(G,V )t(g)
ϕ 7−→
(
h 7−→ g · ϕ(g−1 · h)).
Remark 5.2. If G is a groupoid and V a normed G-module, there is a
canonical G-inclusion map cV : V −→ ℓ
∞(G, V ), corresponding to viewing
elements in V as constant functions G −→ V , given by setting for all e ∈ obG
cV e : Ve −→ ℓ
∞(G, V )e
a 7−→ (g 7−→ a).
Definition 5.3. Let G be a groupoid and V a normed G-module.
(i) An equivariant mean on G with coefficients in V is a G-morphism
m : ℓ∞(G, V ) −→ V,
satisfying ‖m‖∞ = 1 and m ◦ cV = idV .
(ii) If V = RG, we call m simply a (left)-invariant mean on G and we
call G amenable if there exists a (left-)invariant mean on G.
This definition clearly extends the definition of amenability for groups [30].
Example 5.4. Let (Ai)i∈I be a family of groups. Then ∐i∈IAi is amenable
if and only if all Ai are amenable groups.
Example 5.5. Let G be an amenable group acting on a set X. Then the
action groupoid G⋉X is amenable (Example 2.3).
Starting from an invariant mean on G, we can actually construct invariant
means with coefficients in any dual G-module:
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Proposition 5.6. Let G be an amenable groupoid and V a normed G-
module. Then there exists an equivariant mean on G with coefficients in V ′
Proof. Let mR be a left-invariant mean on G. Then the map
mV : ℓ
∞(G, V ′) −→ V ′
ϕ 7−→
(
v 7−→ mR
(
g 7−→ ϕ(g)(v)
))
.
is clearly an equivariant mean on G with coefficients in V ′. 
6. The Algebraic Mapping Theorem
In this section, we show that the bounded cohomology of a groupoid G rel-
ative to an amenable groupoid is equal to the bounded cohomology of G and
discuss a characterisation of amenability in terms of bounded cohomology.
The techniques used are similar to the group case [24, 27].
Let i : A −→ G be a pair of groupoids. Recall that we write L∗(G) to
denote the homogeneous Bar resolution of G, Definition 3.14. Let V be a
Banach G-module. Denote by K∗L(G,A;V ) the kernel of the map
B(L∗(i), V ) : B(L∗(G), V ) 7−→ B(L∗(A), i
∗V ).
and write j∗ : K∗L(G,A;V ) −֒→ B(L∗(G), V ) to denote the canonical inclu-
sion. Since by Proposition 3.16 there is a natural and canonical isometric
isomorphism between L∗(G) and C∗(G), there is a canonical isometric iso-
morphism between K∗L(G,A;V ) and K
∗(G,A;V ). Thus we can also use the
former to calculate bounded cohomology of the pair (G,A).
Proposition 6.1. Let G be a groupoid. The following map is a norm non-
increasing G-chain map extending idRG
Altn : Ln(G) −→ Ln(G)
(g0, . . . , gn) 7−→
1
(n+ 1)!
·
∑
σ∈Σn+1
sgn(σ) · (gσ0 , . . . , gσn)
For a Banach G-module V , we write AltnV : B(Ln(G), V ) −→ B(Ln(G), V )
for the corresponding dual map.
Proof. This is well-known for groups [24, Section 7.4] and easily verified. 
Proposition 6.2. Let G be a groupoid and A ⊂ G be an amenable sub-
groupoid. Let V be a Banach G-module and mA be an equivariant mean on A
with coefficients in V ′ (with the induced A-module structure). For each n ∈
N and i ∈ {0, . . . , n}, define a map Φni : B(Ln(G), V
′) −→ B(Ln(G), V
′) by
setting for all ϕ ∈ B(Ln(G), V
′) and (g0, . . . , g0) ∈ Sn(G)
Φni (ϕ)(g0, . . . , gn) = gi·mAs(gi)
(
ai 7−→ g
−1
i ·ϕ(g0, . . . , gi−1, gi·ai, gi+1, . . . , gn)
)
if s(gi) ∈ obA, and Φ
n
i (ϕ)(g0, . . . , gn) = ϕ(g0, . . . , gn) else.
For each n ∈ N, set AnA := Φ
n
0 ◦ · · · ◦ Φ
n
n. Then A
∗
A is a norm non-
increasing G-cochain map extending idV ′ .
Proof.
(i) The map A∗A extends idV ′ because the mean of a constant function
is equal to the value of the function.
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(ii) It follows directly that for all n ∈ N>0
∀i,j∈{0,...,n} Φ
n
j ◦ δ
n−1
i =

δn−1i ◦Φ
n−1
j if i > j
δn−1i ◦Φ
n−1
j−1 if i < j
δn−1i if i = j.
Thus A∗A is a cochain map.
(iii) The map A∗A is norm non-increasing because means are norm non-
increasing.
(iv) Clearly all Φni are G-equivariant, hence A
∗
A is also G-equivariant. 
Proposition 6.3. Let G be a groupoid and A ⊂ G be an amenable sub-
groupoid. Let V be a Banach G-module. Then the composition
Alt∗V ′ ◦A
∗
A : B(L∗(G), V
′) −→ B(L∗(G), V
′)
is a norm non-increasing G-map extending idV ′. For n ∈ N≥1, it factors
through KnL(G,A;V
′), i.e., the following diagram commutes:
B(Ln(G), V
′) B(Ln(G), V
′)
KnL(G,A;V
′)
AltnV ′ ◦A
n
A
jn
Proof. We have to show that B(Ln(i), V
′) ◦ AltnV ′ ◦A
n
A = 0 for all n ∈ N≥1.
But for all e ∈ obA and (a′0, . . . , a
′
n) ∈ A
n+1
e , b
′
i ∈ Ae and ϕ ∈ B(Ln(G), V
′)e
Φni (ϕ)(a
′
0, . . . , a
′
n)
= a′i ·mAs(a′i)
(
ai 7−→ a
′−1
i · ϕ(a
′
0, . . . , a
′
i · ai, . . . , a
′
n)
)
= a′i · (b
′
i
−1
· a′i)
−1
·mAs(b′i)
(
ai 7−→ (b
′
i
−1
· a′i) · a
′−1
i · ϕ(a
′
0, . . . , a
′
i · (b
′
i
−1
· a′i)
−1ai, . . . , a
′
n)
)
= b′i ·mAs(b′
i
)
(
ai 7−→ b
′
i
−1
· ϕ(a′0, . . . , b
′
i · ai, . . . , a
′
n)
)
= Φni (ϕ)(a
′
0, . . . , b
′
i, . . . , a
′
n)
Hence Φni (ϕ)(a
′
0, . . . , a
′
n) does not depend on a
′
i. Therefore, A
n
A(ϕ ◦ Ln(i))
is constant for all ϕ ∈ B(Ln(G), V
′) and in particular invariant under per-
mutations of the arguments. Thus, B(Ln(i), V
′) ◦ AltnV ′ ◦A
n
A = 0 
Corollary 6.4. Let G be an amenable groupoid and V a Banach G-module.
Then Hnb (G, V
′) = 0 for all n ∈ N≥1.
Proof. Since the composition Alt∗V ′ ◦A
∗
G : B(Ln(G), V
′) −→ B(L∗(G), V
′) is
a G-map extending idV ′ , by the fundamental lemma, Theorem 4.5, it in-
duces the identity on bounded cohomology. On the other hand, by Proposi-
tion 6.3, it factors through the trivial complex K∗L(G,G;V
′) in degree greater
or equal 1 and hence H∗b (G;V
′) = 0 for all n ∈ N≥1. 
Corollary 6.5 (Algebraic Mapping Theorem). Let i : A −֒→ G be a pair of
groupoids such that A is amenable. Let V be Banach G-module. Then
Hn(j∗) : Hnb (G,A;V
′) −→ Hnb (G;V
′)
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is an isometric isomorphism for each n ∈ N≥2.
Proof. The map j∗ is norm non-increasing and by Corollary 6.4 and the long
exact sequence, induces a norm non-increasing isomorphism in bounded co-
homology in degree n ∈ N≥2. Since Alt
∗
V ′ ◦A
∗
A is a G-map extending idV ′ , by
the fundamental lemma, Theorem 4.5, it induces the identity on bounded co-
homology. The map B(Ln(G), V
′) −→ KnL(G,A, V
′) induced by Alt∗V ′ ◦A
∗
A
in degree n ∈ N≥1 is also norm non-increasing. Therefore, by Proposi-
tion 6.3, Hn(j∗) is an isometric isomorphism for n ∈ N≥2. 
Remark 6.6. Even when considering only groups, the algebraic mapping
theorem is wrong in general if we use coefficients in general modules, not
just dual spaces [27, Section 7.2 and 7.5].
As for groups, the converse to Corollary 6.4 holds in the strong sense that
vanishing in degree 1 for a certain dual space is sufficient for a groupoid to
be amenable. Indeed, consider the Banach space ΣRG := coker cRG :
Proposition 6.7. Let G be a groupoid. If H1b (G; (ΣRG)
′) = 0, then G is
amenable.
Proof. The proof [6, Proposition 4.2.7] is basically the same as Noskov’s
proof [27, Section 7.1] in the group case. 
7. The Topological Resolution
In this section, let X be a CW-complex. Let p : X˜ −→ X be the universal
cover. For each n ∈ N, write Sn(X˜) for the set of singular n-simplices in X˜.
The group Deck(X) of deck transformations of p acts (from the left) on
Sn(X˜), C
sing
n (X˜) and X˜ as usual. Again, we will denote the fundamental
groupoid of X by π1(X). For each x ∈ X˜, denote the connected component
of X˜ containing x by X˜x. For σ ∈ Sn(X), we will also write σ0, . . . , σn ∈ X
to denote the vertices of σ.
Definition 7.1. LetX be a CW-complex. There is a partial action of π1(X)
on X˜ , i.e., for each γ ∈ π1(X) there is a bijection
ργ : p
−1(s(γ)) −→ p−1(t(γ))
x 7−→ γ · x := γ˜x(1).
Here, for each x ∈ X˜, let γ˜x denote the lift of a representative of γ starting
at x. Moreover, we have ρidx = idp−1(x) for all x ∈ X and ργ′·γ = ργ′ ◦ργ for
all γ, γ′ ∈ π1(X) with s(γ
′) = t(γ). This induces a π1(X)-module structure
on R[X˜ ] :=
⊕
X˜
R.
Lemma 7.2. For all points x ∈ X˜, all γ ∈ π1(X) with s(γ) = p(x) and
all β ∈ Deck(X) we have
β(γ · x) = γ · β(x).
In other words, R[X˜ ] is a (Deck(X), π1(X))-bi-module, i.e., represented by
a functor π1(X) −→ Deck(X)-Mod.
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Proof. If γ˜x is a lift of a representative of γ starting in x, then β · γ˜x is a lift
of a representative of γ starting in β(x) hence
γ · (β(x)) = γ˜β(x)(1) = β(γ˜x(1)) = β(γ · x). 
Now, we introduce a π1(X)-version of the π1(X,x)-chain complex C
sing
∗ (X˜):
Definition 7.3.
(i) For all n ∈ N, we define the set
Qn(X) :=
{(σ, x) ∈ Sn(X˜)× X˜ | imσ ⊂ X˜x}(
(β · σ, β · x) ∼ (σ, x) | β ∈ Deck(X)
) .
By a slight abuse of notation, we denote the class of a (σ, x) ∈
Sn(X˜)× X˜ in Qn(X) also by (σ, x). For all e ∈ X we set
Qn(X)e := {(σ, x) ∈ Qn(X) | p(x) = e}.
(ii) For all n ∈ N we define a normed π1(X)-module Cn(X) via
Cn(X) = (R〈Qn(X)e〉)e∈X
with the partial π1(X)-action given by setting for each γ ∈ π1(X)
ργ : Cn(X)s(γ) −→ Cn(X)t(γ)
(σ, x) 7−→ (σ, γ · x).
This action is well-defined by Lemma 7.2. Finally, we endow C∗(X)
with the ℓ1-norm with respect to the basis Q∗(X).
(iii) For all n ∈ N>0, we define boundary maps ∂n : Cn(X) −→ Cn−1(X)
via
∂n(σ, x) :=
n∑
i=0
(−1)i(∂i,nσ, x).
Here, we write ∂i,n to denote the usual i-th face map in dimen-
sion n. These maps are clearly π1(X)-equivariant and well-defined
since the action by deck transformations is compatible with the usual
boundary maps. The ∂n are bounded and for every n ∈ N, we
have ‖∂n‖∞ ≤ n + 1. Furthermore, these are obviously boundary
maps.
(iv) Additionally, we will consider the canonical augmentation map
ε : C0(X) −→ R[X]
(σ, x) 7−→ p(x) · 1.
Here, we denote by R[X] the trivial π1(X)-module Rpi1(X).
(v) For any subset ∅ 6= I ⊂ X, we analogously define a normed π1(X, I)-
chain complex (C∗(X : I))∗∈N.
Remark 7.4. We can make this definition more concise using tensor prod-
ucts over group modules and the (Deck(X), π1(X))-bi-module structure
on R[X˜]. Then Cn(X) is nothing else than C
sing
n (X˜) ⊗Deck(X) R[X˜], i.e.,
given by the composition
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π1(X) Deck(X)-Mod R-Mod .
R[X˜ ] ⊗Deck(X)C
sing
n (X˜)
Remark 7.5. Let X be a connected topological space and x ∈ X a point.
Then C∗(X : {x}) = C
sing
∗ (X˜ ;R) as π1(X,x)-modules. Thus the definition,
and the ones that will follow, generalise the classical situation.
Proposition 7.6 (Functoriality). Let f : X −→ Y be a continuous map
between two CW-complexes. Let f˜ : X˜ −→ Y˜ be a lift. Then, f˜ is π1(X)-
equivariant, i.e., for all γ ∈ π1(X) and all x ∈ p
−1
X (s(γ)) we have
f˜(γ · x) = π1(f)(γ) · f˜(x).
Therefore, the following map is a π1(X)-chain map with respect to the
induced π1(X)-structure on C∗(Y ).
C∗(f) : C∗(X) −→ C∗(Y )
(σ, x) 7−→ (f˜ ◦ σ, f˜(x)).
The map C∗(f) does not depend on the choice of the lift f˜ . In particular, C∗
is functorial in the sense that C∗(g ◦ f) = (π1(f)
∗C∗(g)) ◦ C∗(f) for all
continuous maps f : X −→ Y and g : Y −→ Z.
Proof. Let γ˜x be a lift of γ starting at x. Then
pY ◦ f˜ ◦ γ˜x = f ◦ pX ◦ γ˜x = f ◦ γ = π1(f)(γ).
Hence f˜ ◦ γ˜x is a lift of π1(f)(γ) starting at f˜(x) and therefore
f˜(γ · x) = f˜(γ˜x(1)) = (f˜ ◦ γ˜x)(1) = π1(f)(γ) · f˜(x).
The lifts of f are exactly given by {β ◦ f˜ | β ∈ Deck(Y )}.
For all β ∈ Deck(X) the map f˜ ◦β is a lift of f , and therefore there exists
a β′ ∈ Deck(Y ) such that β′ ◦ f˜ = f˜ ◦ β, hence for all (σ, x) ∈ Qn(X)
(f˜ ◦ (β · σ), f˜(β · x)) = (β′ · (f˜ ◦ σ), β′ · f˜(x)) = (f˜ ◦ σ, f˜(x)).
Thus Cn(f) is well-defined. Clearly, for all β ∈ Deck(Y ), the lifts f˜ and β · f˜
induce the same map Cn(f), hence Cn(f) does not depend on the choice
of the lift. Therefore, the construction is functorial since the composition
of the lifts of two maps is a lift of the composition of the two maps. The
family C∗(f) is a chain map since C
sing
∗ (f˜) is a chain map. Furthermore, by
definition it is compatible with the induced π1(X)-structure on C∗(Y ). 
8. Bounded Cohomology of Topological Spaces
In this section, we use the π1(X)-chain complex C∗(X) to define bounded
cohomology of X with twisted coefficients in a Banach π1(X)-module V ,
slightly extending the usual definition of bounded cohomology with twisted
coefficients. We will then study the normed cochain complex B(C∗(X), V
′),
show that it is a strong, relatively injective π1(X)-resolution of V
′ and de-
rive the absolute mapping theorem for groupoids, i.e., that the bounded
cohomology of X is isometrically isomorphic to the bounded cohomology
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of π1(X), preparing the ground for our proof of the relative mapping theo-
rem in the next section.
8.1. Bounded Cohomology of Topological Spaces. Similar to the case
of bounded cohomology of a groupoid, we begin by defining the domain
category for bounded cohomology of a space:
Definition 8.1 (Domain categories for bounded cohomology of spaces). We
define a category TopBan by setting:
(i) Objects in TopBan are pairs (X,V ), where X is a topological space
and V is a Banach π1(X)-module.
(ii) A morphism (X,V ) −→ (Y,W ) in the category TopBan is a pair
(f, ϕ), where f : X −→ Y is a continuous map and ϕ : π1(f)
∗W −→
V is a bounded π1(X)-map.
(iii) We define the composition in TopBan as follows: For each pair of
morphisms (f, ϕ) : (X,U) −→ (Y, V ), (g, ψ) : (Y, V ) −→ (Z,W ) set
(g, ψ) ◦ (f, ϕ) := (g ◦ f, ϕ ◦ (π1(f)
∗ψ)).
Definition 8.2 (The Banach Bar Complex with coefficients). Let X be a
CW-complex and V a Banach π1(X)-module. Then:
(i) We write
C∗b (X;V ) := Bpi1(X)(C∗(X), V ).
Together with ‖ · ‖∞, this is a normed R-cochain complex.
(ii) If (f, ϕ) : (X,V ) −→ (Y,W ) is a morphism in TopBan, we write
C∗b (f, ϕ) for the R-cochain map
C∗b (Y ;W ) −→ C
∗
b (X;V )
α 7−→ ϕ ◦ (π1(f)
∗α) ◦ C∗(f).
This defines a contravariant functor C∗b : TopBan −→ RCh
‖·‖.
Definition 8.3. Let X be a CW-complex, V a Banach π1(X)-module. We
call the cohomology
H∗b (X;V ) := H
∗(C∗b (X;V )),
together with the induced semi-norm on H∗b (X;V ), the bounded cohomology
of X with twisted coefficients in V .
This defines a contravariant functor H∗b : TopBan −→ R-Mod
‖·‖
∗ .
Bounded cohomology with twisted coefficients is normally defined only
for connected spaces and for general spaces only with trivial coefficients.
We show now that our definition coincides in this cases with the usual one.
Lemma 8.4. Let X be a connected CW-complex, x ∈ X and V a Ba-
nach π1(X)-module. Then there is a canonical isometric R-cochain isomor-
phism
S∗X,V : C
∗
b (X;V ) −→ C
∗
b (X : {x};Vx)
(ϕe)e∈X 7−→ ϕx.
This is natural in TopBan.
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Proof. Because π1(X) is connected, the map e 7−→ ‖ϕe‖∞ is constant for
all (ϕe)e∈X ∈ C
∗
b (X;V ), hence the map S
∗
X,V : (ϕe)e∈X 7−→ ϕx is isometric
and injective. It is a cochain map, since the coboundary operators are
defined pointwise. An inverse is given by choosing for each y ∈ X a path
γy ∈ Morpi1(X)(x, y) from x to y and setting
R∗ : C∗b (X : {x};Vx) −→ C
∗
b (X;V )
ϕ 7−→ (γy · ϕ)y∈X .
The map R∗ does not depend on the choice of (γy)y∈X since by the π1(X,x)-
invariance of ϕ, we have for all γ ∈ Morpi1(X)(x, y)
γ · ϕ = γy · (γ
−1
y · γ) · ϕ = γy · ϕ.
In particular, for all ϕ ∈ C∗b (X : {x};Vx) the map R
∗(ϕ) is π1(X)-invariant
and clearly bounded. 
Similar to Proposition 3.26, we see that bounded cohomology is additive:
Proposition 8.5 (Bounded cohomology and disjoint unions of spaces).
Let X be a CW-complex and X = ∐λ∈ΛX
λ be the partition in connected
components. Let V be a Banach π1(X)-module. For λ ∈ Λ, write V
λ for the
induced π1(X
λ)-module structure on V . The family (π1(X
λ) −֒→ π1(X))λ∈Λ
of injective groupoid maps induces then an isometric isomorphism
H∗b (X;V ) −→
‖·‖∏
λ∈Λ
H∗b (X
λ;V λ)
with respect to the product semi-norm, see Definition 3.25. Composing with
the isometric isomorphisms given by Lemma 8.4, we get an isometric iso-
morphism
H∗b (X;V ) −→
‖·‖∏
λ∈Λ
H∗b (X
λ : {x(λ)};Vx(λ))
for any choice of points x(λ) ∈ Xλ.
Proof. The partition of X into connected components induces a decompo-
sition of Sn(X˜), X˜ and C∗(X), which is compatible with the boundary op-
erators and the π1(X)-action and preserved under applying Bpi1(X)( · , V ).
The induced semi-norm is exactly the product semi-norm. 
Proposition 8.6. Let X be a CW-complex. The following map is an iso-
metric R-cochain isomorphism, natural in X
R∗ : B(Csing∗ (X;R),R) −→ C
∗
b (X;R[X])
ϕ 7−→
(
(σ, x) 7−→ ϕ(p ◦ σ)
)
.
Proof. Clearly, for all n ∈ N and all ϕ ∈ B(Csingn (X;R),R), the map Rn(ϕ)
is well-defined, π1(X)-invariant and
‖Rn(ϕ)‖∞ = sup
(σ,x)∈Qn(X)
|ϕ(p ◦ σ)| = sup
σ′∈Sn(X)
|ϕ(σ′)| = ‖ϕ‖∞.
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Thus, Rn(ϕ) is bounded and Rn an isometry. The family R∗ is also clearly
an R-cochain map. An inverse to R∗ is given by
S∗ : C∗b (X;R[X]) −→ B(C
sing
∗ (X;R),R)
ψ 7−→
(
σ 7−→ ψσ0(σ˜, σ˜0)
)
,
where σ˜ denotes a lift of σ. A short calculation shows, that this is indeed a
well-defined inverse to R∗. 
8.2. The Absolute Mapping Theorem. In this section, we will show
that there is an isometric isomorphism between the bounded cohomology of
a CW-complex and the bounded cohomology of its fundamental groupoid.
This will be done by translating Ivanov’s proof [18] of the theorem for groups
into the groupoid setting. This is done mainly as a preparation for the proof
of the relative mapping theorem.
Let X be a CW-complex and V a Banach π1(X)-module. We will study
the Banach π1(X)-cochain complex B(C∗(X), V ) together with the canoni-
cal π1(X)-augmentation map
ν : V −→ B(C0(X), V )
v 7−→ ((σ, x) 7−→ v).
We will show that (B(C∗(X), V ), ν) is a strong, relatively injective reso-
lution of V , and then deduce the mapping theorem from the fundamental
lemma. In order to prove that this is a strong resolution, we will first dis-
cuss how to translate cochain contractions from the group setting into to
groupoids.
Recall that for any R-module V and any x ∈ X˜ , there is a canonical
augmentation map
νx : V −→ B(C
sing
0 (X˜x;R), V )
v 7−→
(
σ 7−→ v
)
.
Now, we define pointed equivariant families of cochain contractions in the
bounded setting:
Definition 8.7. Let X be a CW-complex. Let (Vx)x∈X be a family of
Banach R-modules. We call a family of cochain contractions((
s∗x : B(C
sing
∗ (X˜x;R), Vp(x)) −→ B(C
sing
∗−1(X˜x;R), Vp(x))
)
∗∈N>0
s0x : B(C
sing
0 (X˜x;R), Vp(x)) −→ Vp(x)
)
x∈X˜
of the family of augmented cochain complexes (B(Csing∗ (X˜x;R), Vp(x)), νx)x∈X˜
pointed equivariant over (X,V ) if
(i) The family is Deck(X)-equivariant, i.e., for all β ∈ Deck(X), all
x ∈ X˜ and all ϕ ∈ B(Csing∗ (X˜x), Vp(x))
s∗β·x(β∗ϕ) = β ∗ s
∗
x(ϕ).
Here, we write ∗ to denote the action of Deck(X) on the cochain
complex B(Csing∗ (X˜x;R), Vp(x)) given by endowing the module Vp(x)
with the trivial Deck(X)-action.
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(ii) They are pointed, i.e., for all x ∈ X˜ and all ϕ ∈ B(Csing0 (X˜x), Vp(x))
s0x(ϕ) = ϕ(x).
Remark 8.8. Of course, given a family of pointed cochain contractions, one
can always find a pointed equivariant family by choosing one contraction
for a point in each fibre and defining the other contractions by translation
with deck transformations, i.e.: If (s∗x)x∈X˜ is a family of pointed cochain
contractions, choose a lift x˜0 for each x0 ∈ X and set for each β ∈ Deck(X)
and each ϕ ∈ B(Csing∗ (X˜x), Vp(x))
t∗β·x˜0(ϕ) = β ∗ s
∗
x˜0
(β−1 ∗ ϕ).
Then (t∗x)x∈X˜ is a pointed equivariant family of cochain contractions.
Example 8.9. Assume X to be aspherical (but not necessarily connected),
i.e., assume that the higher homotopy groups of all connected components
of X vanish. Then the space X˜x is contractible for each x ∈ X˜ and a pointed
chain contraction is given by coning with respect to x. Hence by the remark
there exists a pointed equivariant family of chain contractions over X.
Lemma 8.10. Let X be a CW-complex. For each x ∈ X˜, the map
ix : C
sing
∗ (X˜x) −→ C∗(X)p(x)
σ 7−→ (σ, x)
is an isometric chain isomorphism with respect to the restriction of the
boundary map to C∗(X)p(x).
Proof. It is a chain map since the boundary operators act only on the first
argument. An inverse is given by the map (σ, y) 7−→ βy(σ), where βy ∈
Deck(Xp(x)) is the unique element such that βy · y = x. 
Proposition 8.11. Let X be a CW-complex and let V be a Banach π1(X)-
module. Let (s∗x)x∈X˜ be a pointed equivariant family of cochain contractions
over (X,V ). Then
∀n∈N>0 s
n : B(Cn(X), V ) −→ B(Cn−1(X), V )
ϕ 7−→
(
(σ, x) 7−→ snx(ϕ ◦ ix)(σ)
)
s0 : B(C0(X), V ) −→ V
B(C0(X), V )e ∋ ϕ 7−→ ϕ(e˜, e˜)
defines a cochain contraction of (B(C∗(X), V ), ν). If the (s
∗
x)x∈X˜ are strong,
so is s∗.
Proof. For each ϕ ∈ B(Cn(X), V ), the map s
n(ϕ) is well-defined by the
equivariance of the family (snx)x∈X˜ . The family (s
n)n∈N is a cochain contrac-
tion since (s∗x)x∈X˜ is a family of cochain contractions and ix is a chain map.
In degree 0, we also use that (s∗x)x∈X˜ is pointed: For all ϕ ∈ B(C0(X), V )
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and all (σ, x) ∈ Q0(X) we have
(s1 ◦ δ0 + ν ◦ s0)(ϕ)(σ, x) = s1x(δ
0(ϕ ◦ ix))(σ) + ϕ(x, x)
= s1x(δ
0(ϕ ◦ ix))(σ) + s
0
x(ϕ ◦ ix)
= (s1x ◦ δ
0 + νx ◦ s
0
x)(ϕ ◦ ix)(σ)
= ϕ(σ, x).
If the (s∗x)x∈X˜ are strong, we note that for all ϕ ∈ B(Cn(X), V )
‖snϕ‖∞ = sup
(σ,x)∈Qn(X)
|snϕ(σ, x)| = sup
(σ,x)∈Qn(X)
|snx(ϕ ◦ ix)(σ)|
≤ sup
x∈X˜
‖snx(ϕ ◦ ix)‖∞ ≤ sup
x∈X˜
‖(ϕ ◦ ix)‖∞ ≤ ‖ϕ‖∞. 
Theorem 8.12 ([18, 11, 21]). Let X be a connected CW-complex and V
a Banach π1(X, y)-module. Then for each x ∈ X˜ there is a strong pointed
cochain contraction
(s∗x : B(C
sing
∗ (X˜ ;R), V
′) −→ B(Csing∗−1(X˜ ;R), V
′))∗∈N
Here, V ′ denotes the topological dual of V .
Sketch of proof. The main step in Ivanov’s proof of the absolute mapping
theorem in the group setting is the construction of (partial) strong R-cochain
contractions for the cochain complex B(Csing∗ (X˜ ;R),R) for X a countable
CW-complex [18, Theorem 2.4]. This was extended by Lo¨h to cochain
complexes with twisted coefficients [21, Lemma B2] in a dual space and
in each case, the cochain contractions can be chosen to be pointed. As
noted by Bu¨hler, the assumption that X is countable is actually not neces-
sary [11]. 
We will use the following simple observation to translate between the
fundamental groupoid and the universal cover:
Remark 8.13. Let x, y ∈ X˜ be two points in the same connected component
of X˜ . We write γx,y for the unique element in Morpi1(X)(p(x), p(y)), such
that γx,y · x = y. Geometrically, this is given by the projection to X of
any path in X˜ from x to y. By definition, we have for all β ∈ Deck(X),
all g ∈ π1(X) with s(g) = p(y) and all h ∈ π1(X) with t(h) = p(x)
γβ·x,β·y = γx,y
g · γx,y = γx,g·y
γx,y · h = γh−1·x,y.
Proposition 8.14. Let X be a CW-complex and let V be a Banach π1(X)-
module. Then for all n ∈ N, the Banach π1(X)-module B(Cn(X), V ) is
relatively injective.
Proof. Let j : U −→W be a relatively injective map between Banach π1(X)-
modules. Let τ : W −→ U be a splitting of j as in Definition 4.1(i). Let
α : U −→ B(Cn(X), V )
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be a bounded π1(X)-map. We define a family of linear maps by setting for
each e ∈ X
βe : We −→ B(Cn(X)e, Ve)
w 7−→
(
(σ, x) 7−→ αe(γσ0,x · τp(σ0)(γx,σ0 · w))(σ, x)
)
.
Here γx,σ0 denotes the Element in π1(X) that corresponds to a path from x
to σ0 in X˜.
• By Remark 8.13, for each e ∈ X and each w ∈ We, the map βe(w)
is well-defined.
• For each e ∈ X the map βe is bounded and ‖βe‖∞ ≤ ‖αe‖∞, thus
in particular ‖β‖∞ ≤ ‖α‖∞: We have for each w ∈ We and each
g0 ∈ π1(X) with t(g0) = e
‖αe(g0 · τs(g0)(g
−1
0 · w))‖∞ ≤ ‖αe‖∞ · ‖g0 · τs(g0)(g
−1
0 · w)‖∞
≤ ‖αe‖∞ · ‖τs(g0)‖∞ · ‖(g
−1
0 · w)‖
≤ ‖αe‖∞ · ‖w‖.
• The map β is π1(X)-equivariant by Remark 8.13.
• For all e ∈ X, w ∈We and (σ, x) ∈ Qn(X)e we have
(βe ◦ je)(w)(σ, x) = αe(γσ0,xτp(σ0)(γx,σ0je(w)))(σ, x)
= αe(γσ0,xτp(σ0)je(γx,σ0(w)))(σ, x)
= αe(w)(σ, x).
Hence α = β ◦ j. 
Corollary 8.15. Let X be a CW-complex and V a Banach π1(X)-module.
Then ((B(C∗(X), V
′)∗∈N, ν) is a strong, relatively injective π1(X)-resolution
of V ′.
Proof. By Theorem 8.12, for each x ∈ X˜, there is a strong, pointed cochain
contraction
(s∗x : B(C
sing
∗ (X˜x;R), V
′
p(x)) −→ B(C
sing
∗−1(X˜x;R), V
′
p(x)))∗∈N.
Hence, by Remark 8.8 and Proposition 8.11, ((B(C∗(X), V
′)∗∈N, ν) is a
strong resolution of V ′. By Proposition 8.14, it is also a relatively injec-
tive π1(X)-resolution. 
Proposition 8.16. Let X be a CW-complex. There is a canonical, norm
non-increasing π1(X)-chain map Φ∗ : C∗(X) −→ C∗(π1(X)) extending the
identity on R[X], given by
ΦX∗ : C∗(X) −→ C∗(π1(X))
(σ, x) 7−→ (γσ0,x, γσ1,σ0 , . . . , γσ∗,σ∗−1).
Proof. The map ΦX∗ is well-defined and π1(X)-equivariant by Remark 8.13.
It maps simplices to simplices and is thus norm non-increasing. It is a chain
map since for all (σ, x) ∈ Qn(X) and all i ∈ {0, . . . , n} we have
ΦXn (∂i,nσ, x) = (γσ0,x, γσ1,σ0 , . . . , γσi,σi−1 · γσi+1,σi , . . . , γσ∗,σ∗−1)
= ∂i,nΦ
X
n (σ, x). 
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Corollary 8.17 (Absolute Mapping Theorem for Groupoids). Let X be
a CW-complex and let V be a Banach π1(X)-module. Then there is a
canonical isometric isomorphism of graded semi-normed R-modules
H∗b (X;V
′) −→ H∗b (π1(X);V
′)
Proof. By Corollary 8.15 the cochain complex B(C∗(X), V
′) is a strong, rela-
tively injective resolution of V ′. Thus by Proposition 4.7, there exists a norm
non-increasing π1(X)-cochain map B(C∗(X), V
′) −→ B(C∗(π1(X)), V
′) ex-
tending idV ′ . By Proposition 8.16, there exists a norm non-increasing π1(X)-
cochain map B(C∗(π1(X)), V
′) −→ B(C∗(X), V
′) extending idV ′ . By the
fundamental lemma for groupoids, Proposition 4.5 these two maps induce
canonical, mutually inverse, isometric isomorphisms in bounded cohomol-
ogy. 
9. Relative Bounded Cohomology of Topological spaces
In this section, we prove the relative mapping theorem for certain pairs of
CW-complexes, extending the result of Frigerio and Pagliantini [15, Propo-
sition 4.4] to groupoids, and in particular, to the non-connected case.
9.1. Bounded Cohomology of Pairs of Topological spaces. In this
section, we will define bounded cohomology for π1-injective pairs of CW-
complexes.
Remark 9.1. Let i : A −→ X be a CW-pair, i.e., let X be a CW-complex, A
a CW-subcomplex and i the canonical inclusion. We call such a map π1-
injective if π1(i) is injective as a groupoid map. Here, this is equivalent to
saying that for all a ∈ A, the map π1(i, a) : π1(A, a) −→ π1(X, a) between
the fundamental groups at a is injective.
Let i : A −→ X be a CW-pair and let i be π1-injective. In particular, we
can assume A˜ ⊂ X˜. Consider the groupoid pair π1(i) : π1(A) −֒→ π1(X)
and let V be a π1(X)-module. Then
C∗(X,A;V ) := (B(C∗(X), V ), B(C∗(A), π1(i)
∗V ), B(C∗(i), V ))
is a (π1(X), π1(A))-cochain complex. We writeK
∗(X,A;V ) for the kernel of
the map C∗b (i;V ) : C
∗
b (X;V ) −→ C
∗
b (A;π1(i)
∗V ). Together with the induced
norm, this defines a normed R-cochain complex, see also Section 4.2.
We define a category Top2Ban of CW-pairs (X,A) together with π1(X)-
modules similarly to TopBan.
Remark 9.2 (Functoriality). Let i : A −→ X and j : B −→ Y be π1-injec-
tive CW-pairs, f : (X,A) −→ (Y,B) a continuous map and ϕ : π1(f)
∗W −→
V a π1(X)-map. Then the right-hand side of the following diagram com-
mutes
K∗(Y,B;W ) C∗b (Y ;W ) C
∗
b (B;π1(j)
∗W )
K∗(X,A;V ) C∗b (X;V ) C
∗
b (A;π1(i)
∗V )
C∗b (f ;ϕ)
C∗b (j;W )
C∗b (i;V )
C∗b (f |A;π1(i)
∗ϕ)C∗b (f ;ϕ)|K∗(Y,B;W )
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Hence, the cochain map on the left-hand side is defined. We write
K∗(f ;ϕ) := C∗b (f ;ϕ)|K∗(Y,B;W ).
This defines a contravariant functor K∗ : Top2Ban −→ RCh
‖·‖.
Definition 9.3. We call
H∗b (X,A;V ) := H
∗(K∗(X,A;V ))
endowed with the induced semi-norm, the bounded cohomology of X relative
to A with coefficients in V . This defines a functor Top2Ban −→ R-Mod
‖·‖
∗ .
Remark 9.4. Let i : A −֒→ X be a CW-pair. Gromov [16] defined bounded
cohomology of X relative to A with coefficients in R as the cohomology of
the kernel of the map
B(Csing∗ (i;R),R) : B(C
sing
∗ (X;R),R) −→ B(C
sing
∗ (A;R),R),
endowed with the induced semi-norm. If the pair (X,A) is π1-injective, our
definition coincides with the one of Gromov by Proposition 8.6.
9.2. The Relative Mapping Theorem.
Proposition 9.5. Let i : A −֒→ X be a CW-pair and V a Banach π1(X)-
module. Then for all n ∈ N, the Banach (π1(X), π1(A))-module C
n(X,A;V )
is relatively injective.
Proof. One solves the extension problems as in the proof of Proposition 8.14
and sees directly that the constructed maps commute. 
The following result is due to Frigerio and Pagliantini (for trivial coeffi-
cients), extending the construction of Ivanov:
Proposition 9.6 ([15]). Let i : A −֒→ X be a pair of connected CW-comp-
lexes, such that i is π1-injective and induces an isomorphism between the
higher homotopy groups. Let V be a Banach module. Let i˜ : A˜ −→ X˜ be the
inclusion map. Then there exists a family of norm non-increasing, pointed
cochain contractions((
s∗x : B(C
sing
∗ (X˜ ;R), V
′) −→ B(Csing∗−1(X˜ ;R), V
′)
)
∗∈N>0
s0x : B(C
sing
0 (X˜;R), V
′) −→ V ′
)
x∈X˜
and a family of norm non-increasing, pointed cochain contractions((
sˆ∗a : B(C
sing
∗ (A˜;R), V
′) −→ B(Csing∗−1(A˜;R), V
′)
)
∗∈N>0
sˆ0a : B(C
sing
0 (A˜;R), V
′) −→ V ′
)
a∈A˜
that is compatible with the restriction to A˜, i.e., the following diagram com-
mutes for all a ∈ A˜:
B(Csing∗ (X˜), V
′) B(Csing∗−1(X˜), V
′)
B(Csing∗ (A˜), V
′) B(Csing∗−1(A˜), V
′)
s∗
i˜(a)
B(Csing∗ (˜i), V
′)
sˆ∗a
B(Csing∗−1 (˜i), V
′)
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Remark 9.7. The proof of Proposition 9.6 is a generalisation of Ivanov’s
proof of the fact that B(Csing∗ (X˜;R),R) is a strong resolution of R. Frigerio
and Pagliantini state Proposition 9.6 only for trivial coefficients. The exten-
sion to dual space coefficients and pointed cochain contractions is straight-
forward [6, Proposition A.8]. Park [29, Lemma 4.2] stated without proof
that, based on Ivanov’s work, Proposition 9.6 also holds without the as-
sumption on the higher homotopy groups. Pagliantini [28, Remark 2.29]
demonstrates however, that Ivanov’s proof cannot be generalised directly to
the relative setting.
Lemma 9.8. We can assume the family of cochain contractions (s∗x)x∈X˜
and (sˆ∗a)a∈A˜ in Proposition 9.6 to be pointed equivariant.
Proof. Since i is π1-injective, we can identify Deck(A) with the subgroup
of deck transformations in Deck(X) mapping A˜ to itself. We proceed as
in Remark 8.8: For each x0 ∈ X, choose a lift x˜0 ∈ X˜, such that x˜0 ∈ A˜
if x0 ∈ A. Set for each x0 ∈ X, β ∈ Deck(X) and each ϕ ∈ B(C
sing
∗ (X˜), V
′)
t∗β·x˜0(ϕ) = β ∗ s
∗
x˜0
(β−1 ∗ ϕ)
and similarly for each a0 ∈ A, β ∈ Deck(A) and each ϕ ∈ B(C
sing
∗ (A˜), V
′)
tˆ∗β·a˜0(ϕ) = β ∗ sˆ
∗
a˜0
(β−1 ∗ ϕ)
Then (t∗x)x∈X˜ and (tˆ
∗
a)a∈A˜ are pointed equivariant families of cochain con-
tractions. It is easy to see that (t∗x)x∈X˜ and (tˆ
∗
a)a∈A˜ are still compatible with
the restriction to A˜. 
Corollary 9.9. Let i : A −֒→ X be a CW-pair, such that i is π1-injective
and induces an isomorphism between the higher homotopy groups on each
connected component of A. Furthermore, let V be a Banach π1(X)-module.
Then C∗(X,A;V ′) is a strong (π1(X), π1(A))-resolution of V
′
Proof. By Lemma 9.8, there are pointed equivariant families of norm non-
increasing cochain contractions for X and A. By a short calculation, we see
that the corresponding norm non-increasing cochain contractions for X and
A constructed in Proposition 8.11 commute [6, Corollary 5.3.9]. 
Lemma 9.10. Let i : A −→ X be a π1-injective CW-pair, and let V be
a Banach π1(X)-module. Then there exists a canonical, norm non-increa-
sing (π1(X), π1(A))-cochain map
C∗(π1(X), π1(A);V ) −→ C
∗(X,A;V )
extending (idV , idpi1(i)∗V ).
Proof. The map is given given by (B(ΦX∗ , V ), B(Φ
A
∗ , π1(i)
∗V )), where the
morphisms ΦX∗ and Φ
A
∗ are as in Proposition 8.16. Its easy to see that this
is a (π1(X), π1(A))-map. 
Theorem 9.11 (Relative Mapping Theorem). Let i : A −֒→ X be a CW-
pair, such that i is π1-injective and induces isomorphisms between the higher
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homotopy groups on each connected component of A. Let V be a Banach
π1(X)-module. Then there is a canonical isometric isomorphism
H∗b (X,A;V
′) −→ H∗b (π1(X), π1(A);V
′).
Proof. By Proposition 9.5 and Corollary 9.9, the (π1(X), π1(A))-cochain
complex C∗(X,A;V ′) is a strong, relatively injective (π1(X), π1(A))-reso-
lution of V ′. Therefore, by Proposition 4.18, there exists a norm non-
increasing (π1(X), π1(A))-cochain map
α∗ : C∗(X,A;V ′) −→ C∗(π1(X), π1(A);V
′)
extending (idV ′ , idpi1(i)∗V ′). By Lemma 9.10, there is a norm non-increasing
(π1(X), π1(A))-cochain map C
∗(π1(X), π1(A);V
′) −→ C∗(X,A;V ′) extend-
ing (idV ′ , idpi1(i)∗V ′). By the fundamental lemma for pairs, Proposition 4.18,
these maps induce mutually inverse, norm non-increasing isomorphisms in
bounded cohomology. So the map H∗b (X,A;V
′) −→ H∗b (π1(X), π1(A);V
′)
induced by α∗ is an isometric isomorphism. Also by the fundamental lemma,
this isomorphism doesn’t depend on the extension of (idV ′ , idpi(i)∗V ′). 
Corollary 9.12. Let i : A −֒→ X be a CW-pair, such that i is π1-injective
and induces isomorphisms between the higher homotopy groups on each
connected component of A. Let V be a Banach π1(X)-module. Let π1(A)
be amenable. Then there is a canonical isometric isomorphism
H∗b (X,A;V
′) −→ H∗b (X;V
′).
Corollary 9.12 was stated by Gromov [16] without the assumptions on i
to be π1-injective and to induce isomorphisms between the higher homotopy
groups, but without a proof for the map to be isometric. This has been one
motivation for us to study relative bounded cohomology in the groupoid
setting in the first place. There is now, however, a short and beautiful proof
of this stronger result by Bucher, Burger, Frigerio, Iozzi, Pagliantini and
Pozzetti [9, Theorem 2]. This has also been shown independently by Kim
and Kuessner [20, Theorem 1.2] via multicomplexes.
Proof. The following diagram commutes:
Hnb (X,A;V
′) Hnb (X;V
′)
Hnb (π1(X), π1(A);V
′) Hnb (π1(X);V
′)
∼=
∼=
∼=
Here, the column maps are the isometric isomorphisms induced by the (topo-
logical) mapping theorem, Theorem 9.11, and the row maps are induced by
the canonical inclusions. The lower row map is an isometric isomorphisms
by the algebraic mapping theorem, Corollary 6.5. 
Remark 9.13. One important reason to consider relative bounded cohomol-
ogy is to study manifolds with boundary relative to the boundary, due to the
relation between bounded cohomology and simplicial volume. Let (M,∂M)
be an aspherical manifold with π1-injective aspherical boundary and let N
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be a manifold without boundary. Then any N -bundle over M satisfies the
condition of the relative mapping theorem, Corollary 9.12. This gives many
new examples for which the relative mapping theorem holds, since there are
important examples of such pairs (M,∂M). We mention just some that are
interesting with respect to the simplicial volume:
(i) Compact aspherical 3-manifolds relative to a union of incompressible
boundary components [2].
(ii) The relative hyperbolisation construction of Davis, Januszkiewicz
and Weinberger [13] gives rise to many exotic examples. Let X
be a manifold with boundary Y and assume that each connected
component of Y is aspherical. Then the relative hyperbolisation
J(X,Y ) relative to Y satisfies the assumption of Corollary 9.12.
(iii) Compact hyperbolic manifolds with totally geodesic boundary rela-
tive to the boundary [3, Proposition 13.1].
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